UPCOMING WEBINARS

Sept 23- Introduction to the OEA Mediation Network
Join us from 4-5 pm to hear more about the OEA Mediation Network, understand what types of conflicts we mediate, and learn how OEA members can access this service.
Register Now: bit.ly/oeamnintro

Oct 14- Dealing with Difficult People While Remaining Professional
Working on any team can be difficult. In this webinar you’ll learn how to manage conflict in your workplace while remaining professional and maintaining your working relationship.
Register Now: bit.ly/oeaprofessional

Nov 18- The Neuroscience of Conflict
We often respond to situations before we even know we’re reacting. This webinar will outline the neuroscience of conflict, call attention to your personal triggers and reactions, and help you recognize and interrupt conflict as it escalates.
Register Now: bit.ly/oeaneuro

Email: mediation@oregoned.org or call 541-743-4154